Household Debt: Don’t Worry, Be Happy

Introduction

There has been much hand-wringing about the financial health of American households. A recent Washington Post piece on auto lending claiming that 7 million borrowers are behind on their loan payments supercharged the concerns. Not to worry. Household credit conditions have arguably never been better. Household debt is low, and delinquencies and defaults are about as low as they have ever been. There are things to be nervous about in the U.S. economy, but household debt is not one of them.
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This upbeat conclusion is based on data using all of the credit files in the country from credit bureau Equifax. For more than a decade, a joint venture with Equifax has allowed Moody’s Analytics to carefully examine the credit performance of all American households almost in real time. This assessment of household credit conditions is based on monthly credit file data available to Moody’s Analytics through April of this year.

Other data sources stand in contrast. The widely followed Federal Reserve Bank of New York’s Consumer Credit Panel, upon which the Post piece is based, is derived from a small sample of Equifax credit files that is quarterly and more lagged. There are other significant differences between Moody’s Analytics data and that provided by the New York Fed, which Deniz Tudor and Michael Brisson of Moody’s Analytics provide in their paper “A Comparative Analysis of Household Credit Data From the New York Fed and Moody’s Analytics.”

Total household indebtedness has fallen sharply since the financial crisis. At the peak of household leverage in the lead-up to the crisis, household debt surged to a record 110% of after-tax household income (see Chart 1). But the surge in defaults during the severe recession and the resulting more cautious borrowing and lending have pushed debt-to-income down to about 80%, where it has remained for more than five years.

Household debt service—the share of income that households must pay to stay current on their obligations—has also declined and is currently stable and as low as it has been over the 40 years of available historical data from the Federal Reserve.

As households have deleveraged, household credit quality has steadily improved and, in aggregate, is about as good as it has ever been. In April, the delinquency rate (30 days and over) on all $13 trillion in household liabilities was close to 2.3%. For context, this is lower than it was in the very best of times leading up to the financial crisis and compares with a peak of more than 8% during the height of the last recession.

Pristine mortgage quality

Residential mortgage loan quality has arguably never been better. Of the $9 trillion in first mortgage loan debt outstanding,
close to 2% is delinquent. At the peak of the housing bust, 9% of mortgage debt was in delinquency. The number of loans in foreclosure has also fallen sharply, to near 450,000, which is similar to the pre-crisis inventory of foreclosed properties (see Chart 2). The foreclosure overhang that plagued the housing market for much of the past decade has been completely worked off.

This pristine mortgage credit quality is the result of low unemployment, consistently strong house price gains over the last eight years, and—perhaps most importantly—tight underwriting standards. The Urban Institute calculates the expected severe delinquency rate on loan originations based on the credit score and debt-to-income ratio of the borrower and the loan-to-value ratio on the property. According to this measure of underwriting, standards tightened sharply during the housing bust and have yet to ease (see Chart 3). This may overstate the case. Measuring debt-to-income is difficult, and this is where most of the easing in standards has occurred in recent years. Regardless, underwriting standards remain strong.

Home equity loan quality is also excellent. A record low 1.5% of the $500 billion in home equity lines and closed-end second loans are delinquent. Homeowners continue to shy away from the use of second mortgages, as home equity debt outstanding continues to decline. At its peak prior to the crisis, there was $1 trillion in outstanding home equity debt. Last year’s tax law change, which scaled back the use of the mortgage interest deduction, will weigh further on the use of home equity loans.

Cautious auto lenders

Auto lenders have their hands firmly on the credit steering wheel. Concerns had mounted over the nearly double-digit growth in outstanding auto loans and leases earlier in the economic expansion. Adding to the worries was that much of the outsize loan growth was to subprime borrowers—those with credit scores below 660—and loans with increasingly long maturities (see Chart 4). Delinquencies began to increase, particularly when measured as a percent of the number of loans and leases outstanding. Auto lenders were the first household lenders to ease up on their lending standards coming out of the recession. They were emboldened because they had navigated through the downturn substantially less scathed than mortgage or credit card lenders. Behind their better performance was firmer used-vehicle prices, as the dramatic collapse in new-vehicle purchases during the downturn led to a subsequent dearth of used cars for sale.

However, lenders were also quick to tighten their underwriting in response to weakening credit quality. The share of borrowers who are subprime has fallen significantly over the past three years, and debt outstanding has slowed to the middle single digits. Delinquencies subsequently rolled over and are now low by any historical standard. Indeed, as measured as a percent of the $1.25 trillion in auto loans and leases outstanding, auto delinquencies are about as low as they have ever been (see Chart 5).

Student lending moderates

Ballooning student loan borrowing has been the most worrisome development in household lending post-crisis. Outstanding loans doubled during this expansion to more than $1.2 trillion. Payments are deferred on $450 billion of these loans, while former students are making payments on the remaining $750 billion. Powering this rapid growth in student lending were more people going to school given the tough economy, rapidly
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increasing tuition costs, and the collapse in home equity borrowing, which had been the principal way students raised cash to pay their bills before the housing collapse. That the bulk of student loans are government-backed, and not underwritten based on the creditworthiness of borrowers, likely also supported growth.

The financial stress on student loan borrowers is evident in their difficulty paying on time. The delinquency rate on nondeferred student loans peaked well into the double digits in the early years of the expansion (see Chart 6). The stress is also evident in millennials delaying marriage, starting a home, and becoming homeowners. There is also evidence that student loan debt is one reason for the falloff in new business startups since the recession.

The good news is that student loan borrowing has cooled substantially, and debt outstanding is now growing in the mid-single digits. Borrowers are also deferring less of their debt, as deferred loans outstanding have been unchanged for several years. Most encouraging is that delinquency rates across all nondeferred student loans have fallen substantially and are now back to where they were pre-crisis. That said, student loans will continue to be a significant financial problem, particularly for millennials and Generation Z, which is only now beginning to enter college. This stress is evident in the credit problems already showing up in recently originated student loans. The cumulative default rate on loans originated in the third quarter of 2016, for example, is just over 2%, 2½ years after origination. This is nearly double the cumulative default rate on loans originated in the third quarter of 2010, when underwriting was at its tightest, at the same point in their life cycle (see Chart 7). Overall student loan delinquency thus appears likely to soon begin rising.

Card lenders hold a good hand

Bank and retail card lenders have been on edge as they watch delinquency rates increase from post-crisis lows, but they have managed things well, turning more cautious in their underwriting. According to the Fed’s senior loan officer survey, lenders have tightened their standards over the last two years. This has slowed growth in the $800 billion in outstanding card loans, with bankcard growth now in the mid-single digits and retail card growth at a standstill.

Delinquency rates appear to be stabilizing in response and remain low by historical standards (see Chart 8). Pre-crisis, bankcard delinquency hovered near 4.5%, but it is now closer to 3.5%. Retail card delinquency has pushed up to 6.5%, but this too is well below the pre-crisis norm of 7.5%. Complicating things for retail card lenders has been the rash of retailer bankruptcies due to the onslaught of online retailing. Borrowers must still make payments on the cards of bankrupt retailers, but they either did not know this or have pretended not to.

Also encouraging is that utilization rates on cards remain low. Balances per card were as high as $2,000 during the recession but have since fallen back and, after accounting for inflation, have remained close to $1,500 in recent years (see Chart 9). This is a good sign that households are not reliant on their cards to pay their bills.

There are several hundred billion dollars in additional consumer finance and other loans owed by households, but credit quality on these liabilities also looks great. Delinquency rates are very low and stable.

Don’t worry, be happy

There is no other conclusion from the credit file data than that household...
Credit conditions are in excellent shape. The hand-wringing about a serious developing problem with household debt is misplaced. Household leverage was ground zero for the financial crisis and the Great Recession, but households have deleveraged, and borrowers and lenders remain cautious. The next recession, if it is any time in the foreseeable future, will not come because households are overly indebted.

All indications are that household credit conditions should remain good, even if the economy were to falter and unemployment to rise. Delinquency and default would surely increase, but not to the extent of past downturns. Behind this optimism is the improving creditworthiness of borrowers. The percent of loans originated to subprime borrowers has steadily fallen for more than a decade. Prior to the financial crisis, nearly 30% of loans went to subprime borrowers, whereas today it is closer to 20% (see Chart 10). The growth in loans to subprime borrowers remains in the low single digits and is stable. Credit scores may not mean the same today as in times past—a 700 score today in a strong economy is easier to achieve than a 700 score in a tough economy—but these measurement issues do not obviate the significant improvement in the creditworthiness of borrowers.

This assessment of household credit conditions is focused on the aggregate statistics and has glossed over the financial problems that exist among lower- and middle-income American households. Indebtedness remains higher and credit problems much more significant for these groups. According to the new Distributional Financial Accounts constructed by the Fed, those in the bottom half of the income distribution hold only 6% of all the assets owned by households but owe 37% of the liabilities. And the difference in these shares has grown steadily and substantially wider over the past 30 years.

This is no doubt a serious problem, and represents a significant macroeconomic and societal vulnerability, but it does not diminish the broader point that households are managing their debt and other financial obligations extraordinarily well. Household credit quality is about as good as it has ever been. The U.S. economy has its problems, but household debt is not one of them.
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